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occasional houses. The Emperor was forced to issue an
order arresting marauders and punishing them with the
lash. The culprits lay down quietly on the ground to
receive a dozen strokes.
When we were thirty-five kilometres from Warra Hailu
we learnt of its occupation by two hundred Italian cavalry
followed by infantry. A fresh disappointment, a fresh
secret council in the tukul occupied by the Emperor. He
was for attacking Warra Hailu : the chiefs refused.
A decision was taken to go by Dabat (or Doba) to Jirra,
whence a lorry-road leads to Addis Ababa. The com-
mander of the garrison at Warra Hailu had fled with his
soldiers at the approach of the Italians and had been
attacked by the population.
Everywhere the people wanted, above everything, rifles
and cartridges. The whole of the plateau was in chaos :
they would kill anybody to get a weapon to defend them-
selves with. The structure of security was broken in pieces
by the war.
We learnt that the Ethiopian troops moving in front of
us had fought with the population at the crossing over the
River Jamma at Haiafech, and at Doba. All the roads,
we were told, were covered with corpses*
So we turned the head of our column once more and
made for Fiche, whence Addis Ababa is reached by a
hundred and twenty-five kilometres of lorry-road.
We had to leave the thickly populated province of
Wallo which always produces good soldiers. When we
asked one of the Wollo chiefs, " Where are your soldiers ? "
we received the reply, " What do you mean by soldiers ?
To-day there are no more soldiers : they are all brigands,
for whom we no longer exist. Most of the chiefs have
already taken to flight.'5
The disintegration of Ethiopia continued at a galloping
speed. The population were pillaging shops, supplies,
deposits of money. No authority was recognised. Wealth
could only be built up on theft, for no other profit could be
anticipated.
We passed through the provinces of Legambo and Loga-
sheda and crossed a flooded river to emerge on the higli
table-land of Jameda. This region, populated by Galla
and Amhara tribes, impressed us : everywhere the villagers

